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Margo G. Wootan, Center for Science in the Public Interest 

 

One key part of the food environment that undermines children’s diets is food 

marketing.  There’s a lot of marketing aimed at kids – about $2 billion worth a year.  Our 

kids live in a media saturated environment, where their desire for unhealthy food is 

cultivated through television ads, marketing on food packaging, websites, toys and 

other premiums, and in schools. 

 

Studies show that food marketing causes kids to want more and eat more of the foods 

marketed to them.  That's a problem because virtually all the foods marketed to kids are 

unhealthy.  If companies were marketing bananas and broccoli, I’d be all for it.  But 

instead, companies mostly market sugary cereals, fast food, snack foods, and sugary 

drinks. 

 

The country has almost exclusively relied on self-regulation to address food marketing 

to children.  Those efforts have been stepped up since 2006, as 17 food companies have 

pledged to scale back their marketing of unhealthy foods to kids through the Council of 

Better Business Bureaus' Children's Food and Beverage Advertising Initiative. 

 

So how it is working?  Several studies show the same thing.  There's some progress, 

which gives me hope.  But that progress is modest -- and insufficient -- given the high 

rates of childhood obesity.  For example, in a study of Nickelodeon, the most popular 

children’s television station, ads for foods of poor nutritional quality decreased slightly, 

from about 90% to 80% of food ads from before self-regulation was in place to after the 

CBBB Initiative was implemented -- that is between 2005 and 2009. 

 

Some food companies limit the marketing of all their products.  More often companies 

set nutrition standards that limit the amount of calories, fats, salt, and sugars in the 

foods that they’ll market. 

 

Use to be that each company had its own set of nutrition standards.  But recently, the 

CFBAI announced a common set of nutrition standard.  That's a positive step.  However, 



the new standards are too weak, and will allow unhealthy foods like Cocoa Puffs and 

Cookie Crisps cereals, Kool-Aid, and sugary Popsicles to continue to be marketed to 

children. 

 

Most food company marketing policies cover advertising on TV, radio, magazines, and 

the Internet.  They cover elementary schools, but what’s covered in schools is chock full 

of loop holes.  The CBBB school policies don’t cover displays of foods and beverages in 

school cafeterias or vending machines, sponsorship, and fundraisers.  Also most 

company policies don’t cover marketing in middle and high schools. 

 

Another weakness of food marketing self-regulation is that few company marketing 

policies apply to on-package marketing, like toy give aways, contests, and games.  Also, 

few companies have agreed to limit marketing: 

• through the use of company logos, product names or spokestunes on 

merchandise, like cereal bowls or tee-shirts, or  

• through toys, like those given away with children's meals at fast-food 

restaurants. 

 

Several entertainment companies – including Nickelodeon, Disney, and the Cartoon 

Network -- have announced that they’ll limit the use of their licensed characters to 

foods that meet nutrition standards.  That's a start.  But those companies should follow 

the lead of ION Media, which hosts Qubo kids programming, like Jane and the Dragon 

and Babar, and agree to address food marketing through their other media venues, like 

TV, magazines, and the Internet. 

 

To help strengthen self-regulation, Congress directed the FTC, CDC, USDA, and FDA to 

form the Interagency Working Group on Food Marketed to Children and develop 

voluntary, model nutrition guidelines for food marketing to children.  They are directed 

to outline what media the nutrition standards should apply to, and define which should 

be considered directed at children. 

 

The agencies announced draft marketing guidelines in April and put them out for public 

comment.  Unfortunately, the food and advertising industries are lobbying hard to kill 

them.  In contrast, the standards have strong support from parents, health 

professionals, and health organizations.  28,000 of 29,000 comments received by the 

agencies are in strong support of the draft IWG marketing guidelines. 

 



We and other groups are urging the Administration to stand up to industry, and finalize 

and release a set of specific food marketing guidelines as the Congress requested and so 

many parents, health professionals, and researchers support. 

 

 

Juliet Sims, MPH, RD Prevention Institute 

 

The industry’s opposition to voluntary guidelines for foods and beverages marketed to 

kids has made it crystal clear to parents, advocates, and health experts, that we can’t 

trust the food and beverage industry to regulate themselves. They put their profits 

ahead of our kids health, and children and families across the country are the ones 

paying the price. 

 

Companies say they want to be part of the solution, but their actions are deceiving kids. 

For example, beverage companies have agreed to stop promoting their products in 

commercials during kids’ television shows. Instead, they place Cokes on primetime 

shows like American Idol – where the average child views four Coke appearances every 

week. Kellogg’s says they will only market healthy cereals to kids; But further 

investigation shows most cereals marketed to children are still junk. 

 

Food companies have a poor record when it comes to monitoring themselves. At 

Prevention Institute, we investigated the nutritional content of food marketed directly 

to kids, and found that more than 8 out of 10 products containing images on the label 

that indicated the product was a healthier choice, failed to meet even modest nutrition 

criteria for sugar, fat, salt, or fiber. 

 

In addition, we examined the nutritional content of the most highly-advertised foods to 

kids, and found that over half of the products advertising fruit on the packaging actually 

contained no fruit ingredients. 

 

Our research and that of other experts on the call today underscore the critical need for 

stronger oversight that protects children, and gives families a fair chance at eating 

healthfully.  

 

In response the food and beverage industry’s efforts to block these sensible, much-

needed steps to improve child nutrition, Prevention Institute has created “We’re Not 

Buying It,” a video highlighting deceptive marketing to children; debunking industry 

claims; and highlighting the latest research. With this video, Prevention Institute and 



other food advocacy groups are calling for President Obama to step in and protect the 

IWG voluntary guidelines for food marketing to children. We’re urging parents, 

community leaders, decision makers, and individuals across the country who care about 

kids’ health to watch the video and join us in the call to protect our children at 

www.preventioninstitute.org/notbuyingit. 

 

The current system puts all the responsibility on parents to shield their kids. But when 

food marketers have access to children in schools, in stores, on television, and 

increasingly on the internet, parents have the odds stacked against them. Limiting the 

reach of junk food marketing helps shift the balance in the right direction. After all, 

parents can’t do it all alone. 

 

 

Priscilla A. Gonzalez, MPH, Berkeley Media Studies Group 

We know that obesity rates have skyrocketed. But the epidemic is even worse in 

communities of color. Children of color suffer disproportionately from obesity, diabetes, 

and related conditions. In fact, Latino children aged 2-4 years have one of the highest 

rates of obesity, and likewise African American children also suffer higher rates than 

their white counterparts.  

The food and beverage companies aggressive marketing to children of color only makes 

the problem worse. These companies target children of color because it’s a huge market 

for them: The beverage industry alone reports that in less than one year, it spends more 

than $127 million towards marketing to communities of color.1 In a recent conference, 

Coca-Cola reported that 86% of its growth in the youth market through 2020 would 

come from youth of color, especially Latinos.2 And when it comes to targeting our 

children with their unhealthy products, the companies deliver: every day, African-

American children see twice as many calories advertised in fast-food commercials than 

White children; Latino preschoolers see almost 300 advertisements for fast foods each 

year on Spanish-language channels alone; McDonald’s is responsible for one quarter of 

                               

1 NPLAN 2011 report: http://www.nplanonline.org/nplan/products/soda-industry-report  
2 http://adage.com/article/the-big-tent/hispanic-market-hot-topic-nielsen-

conference/228543/ 



all fast-food restaurant advertising to young Latinos.3 

Food and beverage companies take advantage of cultural ties and values, such as 

language, celebrities, & family-centered events to attract children and youth. For 

example, Dr. Pepper’s Vida23 campaign recently joined forces with Pitbull, one of the 

most popular Latino artists who also represents the bilingual and bicultural nature of 

many of our Latino children. The Vida23 campaign featured commercials with Pitbull on 

the web, a Spanish website, and a FlickR photo tool where we see pictures of Latino 

children posing with dr. peppers alongside their friends.4 If you’d like to see more 

examples, you can see our target marketing briefs available online at bmsg.org under 

“Tools”. 5 

And all this marketing works. Study after study shows that African Americans and 

Latinos are more responsive to marketing than other groups; as Jennifer explained, it 

also affects preferences and consumption patterns; they are also early adopters of new 

media like smartphones and are more likely to share or “like” things on social 

networking sites. Companies capitalize on this by bombarding children and youth of 

color with marketing messages from all sides: kids see ads on TV, hear messages on the 

radio, receive texts on their mobile phones, play branded games online or on their 

phones, share things on facebook with their friends, view and share videos online 

through Youtube: and all this marketing can happen simultaneously.  

That’s why this video, “We’re not buying it,” is so important: it helps our policymakers 

understand what our parents are up against when it comes to deceptive marketing 

practices. It is unfair that these companies are targeting our most vulnerable groups – 

kids who are already suffering disproportionately from obesity and diabetes. Companies 

are targeting them with fatty and sugary products by luring them ix with promises of fun 

and excitement. We need action from the President now: As a researcher and also a 

person of color who grew up surrounded by junk food marketing, I urge our 

Administration to support the strongest possible marketing guidelines for the 

communities that need it the most. The cost is too high to do nothing and it is the fair 

thing to do. 

 

                               

3 Food and Beverage Marketing to Children and Adolescents, 2011: 

http://bmsg.org/pub-papers.php pgs 5-6.  
4 http://es.drpepper.com/promotions/vida23/   
5 Target Marketing Soda and Fast Food: http://bmsg.org/tools.php  



Jeff Chester, Center for Digital Democracy 

 

Why are food marketers and the ad lobby fiercely fighting to undermine scientific based 

policies to protect children’s health? 

 

It’s because they know we are now witnessing a dramatic expansion of the ability of 

marketing and advertising to reach children and teens in profound and pervasive ways.  

Through their use of a powerful arsenal of digital marketing  tools involving mobile 

phones, online games, social networks, and interactive video, food and beverage 

marketers know they now can reach and profoundly influence young people nearly 

24/7—on the street, in the grocery store, through their friends, or while they download 

music or play a video game.  The food and beverage industry are in the forefront of 

using these techniques to target children, that involves stealthfully tracking them and 

their friends online, collecting their data (which raises privacy concerns),  and using so-

called neuromarketing applications designed to send ads directly to their subconscious 

mind.  Food marketers are winning awards for these practices across the world, 

including in US. 

 

Under the IWG guidelines, sensible recommendations would be in place that would help 

blunt some of the impact digital marketing has on kids dietary decisions.  My group is 

leading the effort to also better protect children, teens (and adults) through privacy 

regulation at FTC and elsewhere.  In CDD’s view, the White House, Congress, and the 

FTC are caving in to the food and ad lobby.  This new video is part of a much larger 

campaign designed to address the youth obesity epidemic in the US.  The food industry 

may win this battle over the IWG, but will ultimately lose the war, as consumers—esp. 

parents—learn via YouTube and social media how they have lobbied our lawmakers to 

undermine the interests of children.   We urge industry to stop its back door dealing in 

DC and support parents, children and teens.  For more on digital marketing, inc, food, 

see our sites www.democraticmedia.org and digital ads.org  

 


